Although we know much about familiar faces or objects that we temporarily cannot name, what do we know about familiar odors that we cannot name? Two experiments here examined this issue, by comparing the reliability of responses to various questions using 2 tests, with odors that were consistently named or given similar or very different names on each test occasion. Reliability estimates for various types of questions were then compared against each other and with a random baseline control, which reflected response consistency among the different odors on each test occasion. Experiment 1 probed response consistency for the core olfactory attributes-familiarity, edibility, and intensity-and for the components of the semantic differential (liking, activity, and potency). Experiment 2 probed response consistency for these latter items, as well as conceptual questions relating to the odors' source (e.g., solid or liquid?) and its similarity to other odors (e.g., how fruity?). In both experiments, when an odor was named very differently on each test occasion, the only response to remain consistent was "liking." We suggest that liking reflects the most basic form of information conveyed by the olfactory system.
Introduction
Even when temporarily unable to recall the name of a familiar place, thing, or person, it is still possible to know much about them (Yarmey 1973; Young et al. 1985; Hodges and Greene 1998) . This phenomenon has been explored in a number of experimental contexts, using tip-of-the-tongue states (e.g., Yarmey 1973) , recall failures following verbal pairedassociate learning (e.g., Koriat et al. 2003) , and naturalistically by studying such errors in day-to-day life (e.g., Young et al. 1985) . These studies have all tended to confirm the idea that semantic knowledge about the object in question can be retrieved, even if the name is temporarily unavailable (e.g., Yavuz and Bousfield 1959; Burton and Bruce 1992) . In apparent contrast, and as discussed in the following sections, it seems that people may know relatively little about familiar odors that they cannot name (Jonsson and Olsson 2012) . There have been relatively few investigations of this phenomenon, which is surprising given that most people find naming even familiar odors difficult, in the absence of normal contextual cues (e.g., Desor and Beauchamp 1974; Cain 1979) . The current study used a new procedure to probe what participants know about familiar odors and the relationship of this knowledge to their ability to name them. In essence, we examined response consistency through a short delay as an index of knowledge and assessed how this changed as a function of naming consistency. The basic rationale here is that if a particular odor is named very differently on 2 occasions, but participants' evaluations of that odor remain stablerelative to controls-this would suggest that certain types of information can be known about an odor even though its name is not reliably available.
Several approaches have been adopted to examine the information available for familiar odors that participants can or cannot name. Lawless and Engen (1977) adopted a "tip-of-the-tongue" approach to study this question. Participants were asked to smell a range of odors, and when they encountered one that felt familiar but that they could not name, they were asked a range of questions about it. Although not reporting the veracity of these responses, participants claimed, on around 50% of such occasions, to be able to identify the object from which the odor came and where one might expect to encounter it. Participants were also asked to judge how similar the odor was to that of 2 different odors, and these responses were found to match those of participants who could name the odor. Although these findings suggest the possibility that participants have access to knowledge about an odor they cannot name-particularly the object/place where it arises-it was apparent to Lawless and Engen (1977) that this was not the same as a classic "tip-of-the-tongue" state. This is because participants were largely unable to provide any information about the name itself (e.g., first letter etc.; Brown 1991) .
More recent findings have tended to suggest that knowledge about an odor that cannot be named may be more limited than the study of Lawless and Engen (1977) implied. Jonsson and Olsson (2003) reported that for odors that participants could not name but felt as if they could, participants generated little reliable information about them. In particular, participants were poor at identifying whether the odor was similar to other smells, its general category, the location where it was normally encountered, and the object from which it normally arose. In contrast to Cain et al. (1998) , Jonsson and Olsson did not find any relationship between participants' prediction of whether they would later be able to recognize the odor's name and their later actual recognition performance.
Building on their earlier findings, Jonsson et al. (2005) conducted a more extensive investigation. In this case, participants were presented with pictures of famous people and common odors, all of which had to be named. If participants were unable to name a smell (an equivalent procedure being followed for famous persons), they were asked if they knew the object that gave rise to the odor. Being unable to name an odor and knowing the object from which it arose was a rare state-in contrast to not knowing the object that typically gave rise to the odor. These findings were very unlike those from the picture data where not knowing a name but knowing the person's profession was far more common than not knowing the name or any other information about that famous person.
One way to assess whether somebody knows something about an object, event, or percept-be it correct or incorrect-is to examine the consistency of his or her response. This idea forms part of the basis for reliability testing in questionnaire design, with the rationale being that if a question elicits different responses on 2 occasions, it either reflects poorly on the question or on the accuracy of the respondent (de Vaus 1992) . A reliability approach has also been used as a means to validate the experiences of people who report synesthetic experiences (Simner et al. 2005) . For example, if a person claims to perceive particular colors when viewing each letter of the alphabet, one way to probe this claim is to examine its consistency over time. Synesthetes typically show far higher levels of response consistency on tasks that tap their synesthetic domain than nonsynesthetic test subjects (Baron-Cohen et al. 1987) . We adopted this test-retest approach to probe the consistency of participants' response to odors, on the basis that if the response to a particular question remained stabler over time than an appropriate control condition, this would suggest that the participant knew something about this odor. Although nonsynesthetic control participants formed the baseline control in the synesthesia studies mentioned earlier, in the approach used here, the baseline condition represented the response consistency between randomly selected pairs of odors across the 2 test occasions (i.e., response to odor X on the first test occasion and to odor Y on the second).
Two research questions are considered in the 2 test-retest experiments reported here. The first question concerned how naming consistency across time affects knowledge response consistency across time. Addressing this question required a set of familiar odors that would show variation in nameability, so that for a given subject, some odors would be consistently named across test and retest and others would not be. With regard to the latter, inconsistent naming is likely to differ in severity, from relatively similar responses (e.g., fruit vs. banana) to very different responses (e.g., vegetable vs. deodorant). For this reason, we classified participants' responses over 2 test occasions into those given (1) the same name, irrespective of correctness; (2) those given similar but different names; and (3) those given very different names. This allowed us to then test whether response consistency for a particular type of question (e.g., odor liking) would be affected by naming consistency. In particular, it allowed us to determine whether certain forms of knowledge are stable largely irrespective of any change in name. One potential complication to this approach is the association known to exist between familiarity and naming (Rabin and Cain 1984; Distel and Hudson 2001) . Any difference ascribed to variability in naming could equally reflect lower familiarity-that is lessfamiliar odors are less consistently named, and because they are less familiar, less is known about them. Consequently, questions concerning such odors would be answered less reliably, than for more familiar odors-irrespective of naming. For this reason, we examined whether familiarity could better account for any differences in response consistency than naming.
Our second research question considered whether some forms of knowledge are more reliable than others-that is, whether some forms of knowledge are less affected by changes in naming. In the studies discussed earlier (Lawless and Engen 1977; Jonsson and Olsson 2003; Jonsson et al. 2005) , the types of knowledge examined have been limited by difficulties in verifying participant responses. The testretest approach does not have this limitation, allowing us to examine several different forms. In experiments 1 and 2, we measured both "core features" of the olfactory experience and the semantic differential. Core features were edibility, intensity, and familiarity. Although ratings of these variables tend to correlate with each other, especially edibility and familiarity (Royet et al. 1999) ; and familiarity and intensity (Distel et al. 1999) , some or all of these ratings are commonly obtained in many psychological studies of smell (de Wijk and Cain 1994; Cain et al. 1998; Sulmont et al. 2002; Stevenson et al. 2012 ). The semantic differential-liking, potency, and activity-refers to the basic dimensions of meaning (Osgood 1952) . This was used in preference to other related measures (e.g., Russell and Barrett 1999) principally because the semantic differential has been used in a conceptually similar task-namely, whether this type of information is reliably available for words that temporarily cannot be recalled in a verbal paired-associate task (Koriat et al. 2003) . Whether semantic differential ratings remain stable for odors that are inconsistently named is not currently known. In Experiment 2, a more extensive range of evaluations was made for each odor, including redolence and conceptual knowledge. Redolence judgments are those that are typically made based on semantic profiling tasks (Dravnieks 1986 ). These types of judgments require the participant to rate how similar the target odor they smell is to a verbal object label-for example, how "strawberry-like" something smells. These types of ratings appear stable over time (Dravnieks, 1982) , but the impact of naming on them has not been established. Conceptual judgments about odors rely on participants knowing about the object that typically gives rise to that smell (e.g., knowing that an odor comes from a lemon allows one to know the likely color of the odor's source; Stevenson et al. 2012) . Conceptual knowledge judgments were included because they presumably tap the degree to which the participant has stable access to semantic information about an odor's source.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 examined response consistency across 2 briefly separated test occasions. Consistency of responding for various questions was then examined for odors given the same name on each test occasion, for those given similar but different names, and for those given very different names. In addition, we also calculated a baseline control condition, which assessed response consistency between randomly selected pairs of different odorants. This baseline control condition allowed us to ascertain how consistent rating responses would be by chance alone, thus permitting us to determine whether response consistency for the various test conditions (i.e., given same, similar, or very different names) significantly exceeded this chance level of performance.
Two different classes of questions were studied here. The first comprised the 3 evaluations that make up the semantic differential-liking, potency, and activity, using ratings of potency and activity reported by Koriat et al. (2003) . The second was the inclusion of 3 core olfactory parameters, namely, edibility, familiarity, and intensity (de Wijk and Cain 1994; Cain et al. 1998; Sulmont et al. 2002; Stevenson et al. 2012 ). All of these evaluations, including attempts to name each stimulus, were obtained for a set of 32 familiar odors. Following a brief interval, participants were then asked to repeat this naming and evaluation process, but this time only for a subset of 15 odors, drawn randomly from the original set of 32. This approach was adopted for 2 reasons. First, to vary the range of odors used to assess response consistency across participants, thereby reducing the impact of any particular odorant (i.e., if the same few odors were consistently or inconsistently named). Second, to ensure that on the second test occasion, participants had less chance of recalling any of their responses given on the first test occasion, where many more odors were presented.
Materials and methods

Participants
Thirty-three naïve undergraduate participants (7 men), with a mean age of 20.8 years (standard deviation, SD = 2.6 years; range = 18-28 years), took part for course credit or a small cash payment. No participant had an upper respiratory tract infection at the time of testing (as in Experiment 2).
Stimuli
Thirty-two test odors were used in this experiment (see Table 1 for details) alongside 1 practice odor of banana (Quest; 0.1 g). All odors were presented in visually identical opaque plastic squeezy bottles. As with all of the other odors used here, the experimenter presented the stimulus while the participant sniffed (3 squeezes of the bottle with the nozzle positioned 7 cm diagonally beneath the participant's nostrils). Participants were then asked to provide a name, and if no name was forthcoming within 5 s, they were asked what it reminded them of. Again, if no response was forthcoming within 5 s, they were asked to guess a name. Participants were then asked to rate, using 7-point category scales, how strong the odor smelled (anchors: 1 = Not at all, to 7 = Very), whether they had ever smelled this odor before that day (anchors: 1 = Unsure, to 7 = Definitely smelled before), its edibility (anchors: 1 = Definitely not food, 4 = Unsure, and 7 = Definitely food), how much they liked it (anchors: 1= Dislike, 4 = Indifferent, and 7 = Like), how active they thought the odor was (anchors: 1 = Still, 4 = Neutral, and 7 = Lively), and how potent they thought it was (anchors: 1 = Tender, 4 = Neutral, and 7 = Tough). Ratings were always presented in this order during testing. Following a 20-s interval, this same process was then repeated for each of the test odors, order of presentation being randomized for each participant. Following a 20-min rest interval, the second test occasion commenced. Participants were asked to complete the same naming and rating task as before, except this time, 15 odors were randomly selected for each participant from the original set of 32 (excluding the practice odor). The procedure was identical to that described earlier, and participants were not provided with any details regarding whether the stimuli were ones they had rated before.
Results
Based on the naming data provided on each test occasion, participants' 15 pairs of names (i.e., 1 pair for each odor) were categorized by the first author (to capture similarities in naming that reflected underlying commonalities in smell) into 3 response classes: (1) concordantly named-the same name being provided on each test occasion irrespective of correctness-termed "Same"; (2) named differently on each test occasion, but with a broadly similar category or type of name-termed "Similar-Different"; and (3) named very differently on each test occasion, or not named at all on 1 occasion (21% of responses in this category had no name given on 1 test occasion and these responses did not differ from the responses where 2 very different names were provided)-termed "Very Different." For each participant, there were, on average, 6.0/15 (40.0%) odors in the Same condition, 5.8/15 (38.7%) odors in the Similar-Different condition, and 3.2/15 (21.3%) odors in the Very Different condition.
To check the validity of the Similar-Different and Very Different coding, 2 naïve judges were asked to rate the similarity of all of the relevant name pairs (i.e., those that were not the same) for each participant, using an 8-point category scale (1 = Practically identical; to 8 = Radically different). The average similarity ratings for odors assigned to the Similar-Different and Very Different categories were then calculated for each participant, and these values were entered into a 2-way mixed-design analysis of variance (ANOVA), with rating type (Similar-Different vs. Very Different) as a within-group factor, and judge (1 vs. 2) as a between-group factor. The ANOVA revealed just 1 effect: that of rating type (F(1, 64) = 375.61, P < 0.001, partial eta-squared = 0.85), with the Similar-Different category names being rated as significantly more alike (M = 3.7/8) than the Very Different category names (M = 6.9/8). These mean similarity ratings corresponded to scale labels of "Somewhat Similar" [4] and "Very Different" [7] , respectively.
Mean responses for each of the 6 rating variables (Familiarity, Intensity, Edibility, Hedonics, Activity, and Potency), on each test occasion, by response class (Same vs. Similar-Different vs. Very Different) are presented in Table 2 . We started by comparing these rating variables, from the first test occasion, to see whether they differed across the 3 levels of response classes-Same, Similar-Different, and Very Different. There were significant differences among the 3 response classes for Familiarity, Intensity, Activity, and Potency (all Fs > 4.16 [note that Huynh-Feldt adjusted values are used throughout due to violations of the sphericity assumption]). Bonferroni adjusted posthoc contrasts revealed that the Same odors (i.e., consistently named) were judged as significantly more familiar, intense, active, and potent than the Very Different odors. There were no differences between the Same and the Similar-Different odors on any variable, and the Similar-Different odors only differed from the Very Different odors in familiarity. There were no differences by response class for the edibility and liking ratings. We then generated a baseline control condition. This control was computed individually for each subject by randomly selecting 70 out of the 105 possible different odor combinations across test occasions (66%), to establish the consistency of responding for randomly selected pairs of different odors (e.g., Coca Cola vs. perfume for men). For each response class-Same, Similar-Different, and Very Different-and for the baseline control condition, we then calculated the absolute difference between each pair of ratings (i.e., between the first and second test occasions) for a given odor and then averaged this value for each response class. This yielded 6 mean absolute difference scores, 1 each for familiarity, intensity, edibility, liking, activity, and potency, for each of the response classes and for the baseline control condition. Next, the mean absolute difference score for each rating was subtracted from the mean of its corresponding baseline control condition. The larger the resultant value, the greater is the response consistency for that rating (and response class) relative to its random baseline. These values are presented in Figure 1 .
The 6 rating types and 3 response classes illustrated in Figure 1 were then analyzed using a 2-way repeated-measures ANOVA, with rating type as a within-group factor (familiarity vs. liking vs. intensity vs. edibility vs. activity vs. potency) and response class (Same vs. Similar-Different vs. Very Different) as the other. All 3 effects in this ANOVA were significant. There was a main effect of response class (F(2.0,64.0 [Huynh-Feldt adjusted]) = 33.25, P < 0.001, partial eta-squared = 0.51), with Bonferroni adjusted contrasts revealing that the most consistent responses were obtained in the Same pairs, followed by the Similar-Different pairs, and then by the Very Different pairs (all contrasts significant). There was also a main effect of rating type (F(4.3,136.9 [Huynh-Feldt adjusted]) = 31.19, P < 0.001, partial etasquared = 0.49), with Bonferroni adjusted contrasts indicating that edibility judgments were significantly more consistent than any other rating type, that liking judgments were significantly more consistent than all rating types except edibility and potency, and that potency judgments were significantly more consistent than activity ratings. Finally, there was a significant interaction between response class and rating type (F (6.8, ) = 7.51, P < 0.001, partial eta-squared = 0.19). To determine the origin of this interaction, we started by conducting 3 contrasts (alpha set at 0.017) to determine the response classes over which ratings differed (i.e., Same vs. Similar-Different, Same vs. Very Different, or Similar-Different vs. Very Different). A significant effect emerged for the Same vs. Very Different contrast and for the Similar-Different vs. Very Different contrast. To locate the origin of the interaction, one further analysis was required. This compared all possible (i.e., 15 comparisons, alpha set at 0.0033) rating difference scores (i.e., consistency in the Same and Similar-Different response classes collapsed together, minus consistency in the Very Different response class). This analysis revealed that the consistency of edibility ratings decreased to a greater extent between the Same/ Similar-Different and Very Different response classes than all other rating types (see Figure 1) .
We then established whether each rating type was significantly greater than the random baseline level of performance at each level of response class, using 1-sample t-tests with mu = 0. Here, alpha was set at 0.0083 for each response class (i.e., for the 6 comparisons [rating type] made at each level of this factor). For the Same response class, all 6 rating types were significantly greater than the random baseline (all ts > 4.21). For the Similar-Different response class, familiarity, edibility, liking, and potency were all significantly greater than baseline (all ts > 3.46), but intensity and activity were not (ts < 2.67). For the Very Different response class, only liking was significantly higher than baseline (t = 4.97), with all other ratings not significantly different from it (all remaining ts < 2.42).
Finally, we wanted to determine the impact of the initial familiarity differences observed between the response classes. Recall that odors, which were named consistently, were also judged more familiar on the first test occasion than odors that were named very differently. To determine whether these differences in familiarity might better account for the response class differences than naming consistency, we conducted a further analysis. One problem that arose here was that there were 2 potential covariates: 1) the difference in familiarity ratings on the first test occasion between the odors in the Same response class and those in the Similar-Different response class; and 2) the difference in familiarity ratings on the first test occasion between odors in the Same response class and those in the Very Different response class. The former was relevant to comparisons of Same and Similar-Different variables whereas the latter to comparisons of Same and Very Different variables, thus making it hard to test these within the same analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) model. For this reason, we tested whether these 2 familiarity difference scores (i.e., covariates 1 and 2 mentioned in the preceding text) were positively correlated-which they were [r(32) = 0.49, P < 0.01]. We then averaged these 2 values and used this score to create a single familiarity difference score covariate. The ANOVA was then repeated with this familiarity covariate added (noting that using either familiarity difference score alone or in combination produces the same outcome). The same 3 effects were observed at the same level of significance. Thus, differences in odor familiarity between response classes do not explain variance accounted for by differences in naming consistency. In other words, if the name changes, this is a better predictor of a loss of response consistency than a lower initial familiarity score (noting that all of the odors here were likely to be known to participants).
Discussion
Experiment 1 examined the response consistency for a range of core olfactory parameters-familiarity, intensity, and edibility, alongside the 3 dimensions of the semantic differential-liking, activity, and potency. Where an odor was given the same name on each test occasion, evaluations of both core parameters and the semantic differential were always more consistent than that expected by chance. Among these ratings, edibility and liking were the most reliable. A small proportion of odors was not given the same name on each test occasion. For these inconsistently named odors, especially for those where the 2 names differed markedly-a distinction validated by judges naïve to the study aims-we found a general reduction in rating consistency, suggesting limitations on the information that could be reliably accessed under these conditions. Two findings here are notable. First, the only rating to remain consistent when the name of an odor changed markedly between the 2 test occasions was liking. This suggests that liking is a basic output of olfactory processing, which retains some stability even under such conditions. Second, the variable most affected by a change in name was edibility, suggesting that this may be of secondary importance to liking-at least in the context of this experiment. We found no evidence that other aspects of the semantic differential-activity and potency-were judged consistently for odors given very different names, suggesting that the assigned name may contribute to these judgments. Familiarity judgments were reliable in the Similar-Different condition, but this information was not reliably available in the Very Different condition. This may again suggest that naming may provide an input into familiarity ratings. For intensity, the other core olfactory attribute, this was not reliable even for odors in the Similar-Different condition. However, this could be a consequence of the broadly similar levels of intensity across odorants, which would result in even random odor pairings having similar intensity ratings. In sum, the central observation here is that even when an odor is given 2 very different names, its hedonic tone can remain consistent.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 had 2 aims. First, we wanted to see whether we could obtain the same key result concerning hedonics, under somewhat different conditions. Second, we wished to broaden the range of knowledge parameters being tested beyond the core olfactory ratings and the semantic differential, to include 2 other types-conceptual and redolence judgments. Conceptual judgments concern knowledge about the object that typically gives rise to a particular odor. Three variables were selected, which differed in a binary mannerthe gender of its prototypical user, its typical temperature, and its physical state (solid/liquid). We predicted that the conceptual category would require fairly specific knowledge of an odor's source and so should be vulnerable to changes in name. Redolence judgments are frequently used to build a profile of what an odor smells like (Dravnieks 1986 ). In contrast to conceptual judgments, where the likely identity of the source object may need to be known, redolence judgments may instead rely on the verbal descriptor (e.g., strawberry) accessing semantic memory, with the resultant information then used to evaluate the odor target irrespective of whether its identity is known or not. This may be a reason why redolence ratings have good test-retest reliability (Dravnieks 1982) , although it is not currently clear whether this type of information is preserved in the absence of a name (i.e., contrast the study of Lawless and Engen 1977 with that of Jonsson and Olsson 2003) . For this experiment, 6 redolence ratings were selected varying in their specificity for particular odor characteristics and in their likely applicability to the odors used here.
To address the above-mentioned questions, we adopted a slightly different methodology from Experiment 1. Rather than comparing multiple partially overlapping odor sets as in Experiment 1, we chose here to use just 2 sets. Each set here was composed of 18 odors, with 12 in common and 6 unique to each set (see Table 3 ; the 6 unique odors were composed of 3 different food and nonfood stimuli). This approach was adopted for 2 reasons. First, to increase the power to detect consistent responses, which might have been obscured in Experiment 1 by the wide variety of odorants used among participants. Second, although acknowledging that a reduction in odor types may increase power, some variation in odor types is necessary to ensure that the results are not entirely dependent on the set of particular odors used. It was for this reason that the between-group factor reflecting differences in odor type was introduced. In addition to these changes, we also reduced the time interval between the first and the second test occasions, as it appeared unlikely that participants would recall their responses when so many different ratings were being made. Finally, we again examined whether core olfactory characteristics (and the semantic differential) on the first test occasion differed across the Same, Similar-Different, and Very Different response classes. As before, we focused on differences in familiarity and whether this variable might better account for any observed differences in consistency than naming.
Method
Participants
Thirty naïve participants were randomly assigned to 1 of 2 groups. Group 1 was composed of 15 participants (Mean age = 20.7 years, SD = 3.1 years; 3 men), as was Group 2 (Mean age = 18.7 years, SD = 2.4 years; 3 men).
Materials
The odorants were drawn from those used in Experiment 1 (see Table 1 ). Both Group 1 and Group 2 received 12 common odorants: 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 26, 30, 31, 32; and 6 unique ones: 14, 15, 22, 24, 25 , and 27 for Group 1 and 10, 11, 16, 17, 18 , and 23 for Group 2. Banana again served as the practice trial sample and odors were presented in the same manner as in Experiment 1.
Procedure
The first test occasion started with a practice trial using Banana odorant. The experimenter presented this odor as all of the others used here in the same manner as for Experiment 1. Participants were then asked to name the odor (see Experiment 1 for details), which was followed by 2 blocks of ratings. Block 1, which always came first and was presented in a fixed order, used the same 6 scales described for Experiment 1. Block 2, which always came second, involved making 12 additional ratings. The order in which these 12 ratings were completed was randomized for each participant. The 12 ratings were composed of 6 redolence ratings: 1) how spice-like does it smell (1 = Not at all; to 7 = Very); 2) how fruit-like does it smell (1 = Not at all; to 7 = Very); 3) how garden-like does it smell (1 = Not at all; to 7 = Very); 4) how medicine-like does it smell (1 = Not at all; to 7 = Very); 5) how perfume-like does it smell (1 = Not at all; to 7 = Very), 6) how curry-like does it smell (1 = Not at all; to 7 = Very); and 6 conceptual ratings: 1) how likely is it that this odor comes from a liquid (1 = Not at all likely; to 7 = Very likely); 2) how likely is it that this odor comes from a solid (1 = Not at all likely; to 7 = Very likely); 3) how likely is it that this odor comes from something that is usually hot (1 = Not at all likely; to 7 = Very likely); 4) how likely is it that this odor comes from something that is usually cold (1 = Not at all likely; to 7 = Very likely); 5) how masculinerelated is this (1 = Not at all; to 7 = Very); 6) how femininerelated is this (1 = Not at all; to 7 = Very). During the rating period, participants were reminded that they could re-smell the odor on up to 2 occasions should they need to do so. This process was then repeated for each of the test odors, order of presentation being randomized for each participant. A minimum 30-s interval separated each odor presentation.
Five minutes after completing this task, the second test occasion started. In this task, participants were asked to make the same ratings and so on, as on the first test occasion, using the same set of odors, but this time without the practice trial and in a different random order. Participants were not provided with any details regarding whether the stimuli were the ones they had encountered before.
Results
Based on the naming data provided on both test occasions, participants' 18 pairs of odors (i.e., responses on the first and second test occasions) were categorized into the same response classes used in Experiment 1: "Same," "SimilarDifferent," and "Very Different." The 2 experimental groups did not significantly differ in the number of odors within each category, with the overall means being 7.7/18 (42.8%) odors in the Same category, 6.4/18 (35.6%) odors in the Similar-Different category, and 3.8/18 (21.1%) in the Very Different category. Table 3 shows the proportion of times that each odorant was categorized into the Same, SimilarDifferent, and Very Different response classes by experimental group. No odor obviously dominated any particular class, and 14/18 odors were categorized as being Very Different on 1 or more occasions in Group 1 and 16/18 odors, in Group 2. As with Experiment 1, we again calculated a baseline control condition. This was computed individually for each rating type and subject, by randomly selecting 101 out of the 153 possible different odor pairs across test occasions (66%).
To check the reliability of the Similar-Different and Very Different coding, 2 naïve judges were asked to rate the similarity of all of the relevant name pairs for each participant, using an 8-point category scale (1 = Practically identical, to 8 = Radically different). The average similarity ratings for odors assigned to the Similar-Different and Very Different categories were then calculated for each participant, and these values were entered into a 3-way mixed-design ANOVA, with rating type (Similar-Different vs. Very Different) as a withingroup factor, and judge (1 vs. 2) and group (1 vs. 2) as between-group factors. The ANOVA revealed just 1 effect, that of rating type (F(1,56) = 197.28, P < 0.001, partial eta-squared = 0.78), with the Similar-Different category names being rated as significantly more alike (M = 3.5/8) than the Very Different category names (M = 6.5/8). These mean similarity ratings corresponded to scale labels of "Somewhat Similar" [4] and "Very Different" [7] , respectively.
Mean responses for familiarity, hedonics, edibility, intensity, potency, and activity by response class (Same vs. Similar-Different vs. Very Different) are presented in Table 4 . We compared each rating, individually, across the 3 response classes, using 2-way repeated-measures ANOVAs with response class as a within-group factor and group (1 vs. 2) as a between-group factor. There were no effects of group in any of these analyses, but response class was significant for all rating types except potency (all significant Fs > 7.12; with Huynh-Feldt adjustment). Posthoc Bonferroni adjusted contrasts, by response class, revealed that all response classes differed from each other for familiarity, edibility, and activity ratings. For hedonic and intensity ratings, only the Same vs. Similar-Different and Same vs. Very Different comparisons were significant.
For each response class-Same, Similar-Different, and Very Different-and for the baseline control condition, we calculated the absolute difference between each pair of the 18 ratings for a given odor (i.e., across test occasions) and then averaged this value for all odors within a particular response class and rating type, for each participant. This process yielded 18 rating consistency variables for each of the 3 response classes and for the baseline control (i.e., 72 values in total). These values are illustrated in Figure 2 . We then subtracted the Same, Similar-Different, and Very Different absolute difference scores for each rating from their respective baseline control scores. Thus, a positive value here reflects greater consistency relative to the baseline control. The 18 rating consistency variables for each of the 3 levels of response class (i.e., 54 values in total) were then organized into 3 a priori groupings-the core rating group including the semantic differential (familiarity, intensity, edibility, liking, activity, and potency), the redolence rating group (perfume, medicinal, spice, curry, fruit, and garden), and the conceptual rating group (feminine, masculine, cold, hot, liquid, and solid). We started by examining the homogeneity of each of these groupings.
A 3-way ANOVA, with group (1 vs. 2) as a between-group factor and response class (Same vs. Similar-Different vs. Very Different) and rating type (familiarity, liking, intensity, edibility, activity, and potency) as within-group factors, was used to examine the core and semantic differential rating set. The ANOVA revealed 3 significant effects, but none involving group. There was a main effect of response class (F(1.6, 44.0 [Huynh-Feldt adjusted]) = 28.85, P < 0.001, partial eta-squared = 0.51) and of rating type (F (4.2, 118.4 [Huynh-Feldt adjusted]) = 21.20, P < 0.001, partial etasquared = 0.43). Bonferroni adjusted posthoc contrasts were used to explore both effects. For response class, all 3 levels significantly differed from each other, indicating a hierarchy of rating consistency from most (Same) to least consistent (Very Different). For rating type, the contrasts revealed 2 sorts of effect. The first was for edibility, which differed from all other rating types, which was the most consistent response. The second involved liking ratings, which were judged to be more consistent than every other rating type, except edibility. There was also an interaction of response class and rating type (F(7.3, 205.7 [Huynh-Feldt adjusted]) = 2.77, P < 0.01, partial eta-squared = 0.09).
To explore this effect, we conducted 3 contrasts (alpha set at 0.017) to determine the response classes over which ratings differed (i.e., Same vs. Similar-Different, Same vs. Very Different, or Similar-Different vs. Very Different). A significant effect emerged for the Same vs. Very Different contrast. To locate the interaction within this contrast, we conducted a further analysis. This compared all possible rating difference scores (i.e., 15 comparisons, alpha set at 0.0033; consistency in the Same response class minus consistency in the Very Different response class). This revealed 1 effect, namely, that the liking response consistency score differed less across the Same and Very Different response classes, relative to the edibility consistency score. In other words, hedonic ratings were more consistent irrespective of response class, relative to edibility ratings.
We then examined the conceptual ratings, using the same 3-way ANOVA design. The ANOVA again revealed 3 significant effects, none involving group. There was a main effect of response class (F(1.9, 54.6 [Huynh-Feldt adjusted]) = 36.83, P < 0.001, partial eta-squared = 0.57) and of rating type (F(4.8, 133.2 [Huynh-Feldt adjusted]) = 9.23, P < 0.001, partial eta-squared = 0.25). For response class, Bonferroni adjusted contrasts revealed that all 3 levels significantly differed from each other, indicating the same hierarchy of rating consistency as described earlier. For rating type, the contrasts revealed 2 types of effects. The first involved the hot rating, which was more consistent overall than all other ratings except solid. The second was for solid, which differed from the cold rating. There was also an interaction effect of response class and rating type (F(7.3, 204 .2 [Huynh-Feldt adjusted]) = 4.91, P < 0.001, partial eta-squared = 0.15). To explore this effect, we conducted 3 contrasts (alpha = 0.017) to determine the response classes over which ratings differed. All conditions differed except the Same vs. Similar-Different condition, so scores across these 2 levels of response classes were averaged and then subtracted from the score of the Very Different response class for each rating. These difference scores were then compared (alpha = 0.0033), revealing that for the liquid rating, there was a greater drop in response consistency between the Same/Similar-Different and Very Different response classes, relative to that for the female, male, and solid ratings.
We then examined the redolence ratings, using the same ANOVA design. The ANOVA revealed 2 significant effects, none involving group. As before, there was a main effect of response class (F(1.4, 38.6 [Huynh-Feldt adjusted]) = 31.06, P < 0.001, partial eta-squared = 0.53), but no main effect of rating type. Bonferroni adjusted posthoc contrasts revealed that all 3 levels of factor response classes significantly differed from each other, indicating the same hierarchy of rating consistency as described earlier. There was also an interaction between response class and rating type (F(5.1, 143.0 [Huynh-Feldt adjusted]) = 2.38, P < 0.05, partial etasquared = 0.08). To explore this effect, we adopted the same approach mentioned earlier. Only the Same vs. Very Different conditions differed, so these scores were subtracted from each other, yielding a difference score for each rating. These difference scores were then compared (alpha = 0.0033), revealing that for the medicine rating, there was a much bigger drop in response consistency between the Same and the Very Different response classes, relative to that for the perfume rating.
Before comparing all of the different rating types within the same analysis, we decided to modify some of our a priori groupings based on the results of the preceding analyses. As edibility and liking differed from each other, as well as from the other core/semantic differential rating members, we generated 3 categories: 1) edibility; 2) liking; and 3) the average of familiarity, intensity, activity, and potency (hereafter the core category). For the conceptual class, the liquid and hot ratings were excluded, as they behaved differently from the other rating types, leaving 4 variables in this category (cold, female, solid, and male). No changes were made to the redolent class as there were no obvious systematic differences here. These 5 categories were then analyzed in a further 3-way ANOVA, with group (1 vs. 2) as a between-group factor and response class (Same vs. Similar-Different vs. Very Different) and rating type (Edibility vs. Liking vs. Core vs. Conceptual vs. Redolent) as within-group factors. Mean values for these categories are illustrated in Figure 3 .
The ANOVA revealed 3 significant effects, none involving group. As before, there was a main effect of response class (F(1.6, ) = 33.28, P < 0.001, partial eta-squared = 0.54), and a main effect of rating type (F(2.6, ) = 31.27, P < 0.001, partial eta-squared = 0.53). For response class, Bonferroni adjusted contrasts indicated that rating consistency significantly differed among all 3 levels, with the most consistent response always being when 2 odors shared the same name and the least consistent obtained when they both were given a very different label. For rating type, Bonferroni adjusted contrasts revealed that edibility ratings were significantly more consistent than all other rating types, liking ratings were significantly more consistent than core and conceptual rating types, and redolent ratings were more consistent than conceptual ratings. There was also an interaction between response class and rating type (F(4.1, 115.9 [Huynh-Feldt adjusted]) = 4.52, P < 0.005, partial eta-squared = 0.14). To explore this effect, we started by conducting 3 contrasts (alpha = 0.017) to determine the response classes over which ratings differed. There was no difference between the Same and Similar-Different response classes, so these scores were collapsed and subtracted from that of the Very Different response class, which differed significantly from both of these former groups. This process yielded a difference score for each rating type. All possible difference score comparisons were then made (alpha = 0.005). This revealed (see Figure 3 ) 2 significant effects. First, edibility ratings evidenced the largest change in consistency between the Same/ Similar-Different and the Very Different response classes, relative to liking, which revealed almost no change across these same classes. Second, liking also differed from redolence consistency ratings, as these evidenced the next largest drop in consistency between the Same/Similar-Different and Very Different response classes, after edibility ratings.
We then established whether each rating type was significantly higher than the random baseline level of performance at each level of response class using 1-sample t-tests with mu = 0. Here, alpha was set at 0.01 for each response class (i.e., for the 5 comparisons [rating type] made at each level of this factor). For the Same response class, all 5 rating types were significantly greater than the random baseline (all ts > 9.54), as for the Similar-Different response class (all ts > 6.16). For the Very Different response class, above-baseline consistency was only observed for liking (t = 5.21) and edibility (t = 3.44) but not for core (P = 0.012), conceptual (P = 0.061), or redolence (P = 0.028) ratings.
Finally, we wanted to determine the impact of the initial familiarity differences across the 3 response classes. Recall that odors named consistently were also judged more familiar on the first rating occasion, than odors named inconsistently. To determine whether these differences in familiarity might better account for the response class effects, we conducted a further analysis. Two problems arose. First, as in Experiment 1, there were again 2 potential covariates. Second, when either of the 2 possible familiarity difference scores were used-either alone or in conjunction-as covariates in an ANCOVA with the factors rating type and response class, significant violations of the heterogeneity of regression slopes assumption were encountered.
To address these problems, we took the following steps. First, as in Experiment 1, we tested whether the 2 familiarity difference scores were positively correlated, finding that they were correlated (r(29) = 0.55, P < 0.005). We then averaged these 2 values and used this score to create a new grouping variable, which reflected whether participants judged their Similar-Different and Very Different odors as being equivalent to or less familiar than their Same odors. Three groupings were then formed (collapsing across the original variables of Groups 1 and 2, which did not influence any of the findings here). The grouping of 10 participants with the smallest differences in familiarity between the SimilarDifferent/Very Different and Same odors, was termed group Smallest, the one with a moderate size difference on this measure was termed group Moderate (n = 10), and the one with the largest size differences on this measure was termed group Largest (n = 10). Paired-sample t-tests, conducted separately by grouping (no correction for alpha), confirmed that there were no differences in familiarity between the Same and Similar-Different odors on the first test occasion, nor any between the Same and Very Different odors, nor on the combined variable in the group Smallest (i.e., SimilarDifferent/Very Different vs. Same; all ts < 1.3). In contrast, the Moderate and Largest groupings revealed all possible differences in familiarity. We then repeated the earlier 3-way ANOVA, with group (Smallest vs. Moderate vs. Largest) as a between-group factor and response class (Same vs. SimilarDifferent vs. Very Different) and rating type (Edibility vs. Liking vs. Core vs. Conceptual vs. Redolent) as within-group factors. The ANOVA revealed no effects involving group, and all of the findings identified in the original analysis remained significant and at the same level of alpha. Finally, we repeated the ANOVA again, this time using just 2 groupings (i.e., Smallest vs. Moderate and Largest combined), and this too produced the same outcome.
Discussion
There were 2 aims to Experiment 2. The first was to see whether we could replicate the key finding from Experiment 1, namely, that liking ratings remain more consistent than that expected by chance alone, even when participants provide very different labels for the same odor on the 2 test occasions. The data from Experiment 2 confirmed this finding. Liking ratings remained significantly higher than the baseline level irrespective of naming consistency, and as in Experiment 1, liking ratings tended to be less affected by this variable than the other rating types. However, unlike Experiment 1, we found evidence here that edibility ratings were also more consistent than baseline when very different labels were provided across the 2 test occasions. As we suggested earlier, the approach here of limiting the range of odors may have acted to make this experiment more sensitive than Experiment 1, better enabling the detection of this effect. Edibility also showed the largest drop in rating consistency across the response classes-as in Experiment 1-suggesting some dependence on the name as a basis for these judgments.
The second aim of this experiment was to examine the consistency of other types of knowledge across differences in response class. As expected, we found that redolence ratings were more consistent overall than conceptual ratings; however, to our surprise, the former were not reliable under conditions where 2 very different names were provided for the same odor (even if a more generous 1-tailed alpha had been used, the same conclusion would have resulted). In addition, and unlike Experiment 1, we found that all of the rating types were significantly greater than that obtained by chance in the Similar-Different response class, indicating fairly substantial access to semantic memory even when participants produced similar but nonidentical names on each test occasion. Finally, and as in Experiment 1, differences in naming response consistency could not be accounted for by the differences in familiarity reported between odors given the same name on each test occasion and those given very different names on each test occasion.
General discussion
The basic motivation for this study was to find out what can be known about an odor that one cannot name. The design of Experiments 1 and 2 allowed us to address this problem indirectly, by determining what information is lost when an odor is given similarly different or very different names on 2 test occasions, relative to being given the same name. In effect, this indicates what can be known about an odor irrespective of a name, and thus-to some extent at least-what knowledge is probably dependent on generation of a name. In both experiments, we found that the amount of information reliably known about an odor reduced as a function of how consistently it was named. This effect was not driven by differences in odor familiarity, which accompanied the naming consistency categories. This suggests it is the inability to consistently access a name that best accounts for the loss of reliability for all knowledge types assessed here.
Different types of information were affected in different ways by changes in naming consistency. In both experiments, hedonic information was reliably reported even when participants chose very different names (or a name on 1 occasion but no name on another) for odors on each test occasion. In fact, in Experiments 1 and 2, hedonic ratings tended to be stabler irrespective of naming shifts, relative to the other forms of knowledge tested, especially edibility ratings, which seemed particularly sensitive to name changes. Other key characteristics of odors-familiarity and intensity-and the potency and activity components of the semantic differential, redolence, and conceptual odor ratings were also found to be sensitive to naming changes across the 2 test occasions. In other words, the way in which participants made these ratings was presumably influenced by the name they produced for the odor. When the name changed markedly from 1 test occasion to another, so did these ratings.
Before examining the implications of these findings, it is important to consider the limitations of the procedures used in these experiments. As we noted in the Discussion section of Experiment 1, we may have possibly underestimated the consistency of Intensity judgments in both experiments. This is because the odors used here were all presented at broadly their "normal" strength-and thus all are arguably similar in intensity. This would act to make random pairs similar in intensity as well, which points to a limitation of the test-retest method. Relatedly, an experiment of this kind is also constrained by the range of odorants it uses, as results based on a limited set may not be generalizable more broadly. Although we believe that we chose a wide range of generally common odors, it is undoubtedly true that range and variety must influence the outcome. Indeed, it appears that moving to a limited odor set in Experiment 2 probably acted to make the procedure more sensitive. Our specific choice of rating scales could also have influenced the outcome. For example, the activity and potency scales have been presented in several different formats in the literature (see Osgood 1952; Lang et al. 2001; Koriat et al. 2003) , and we attempted to choose the ones that piloting revealed as the most easily understood. In a similar vein, other conceptual and redolence scales could have been selected. Although our heterogeneity testing in Experiment 2 revealed that the redolence ratings behaved in a broadly similar manner, this was not the case for the conceptual ratings. These types of ratings may be especially susceptible to stimulus set and naming consistency factors as they may rely on a fairly specific level of identification. Finally, we did not obtain confidence ratings for the odor names provided by participants. This would have been useful, because if a participant guessed, the name would presumably have had less impact on their subsequent ratings than one they were confident about. Thus, confidence ratings would have allowed us to further ascertain the impact of naming on the various rating types.
In seeing a familiar face that we cannot name, or when in the "tip-of-the-tongue" state, we can still know much about the person and word, respectively (Yarmey 1973; Young et al. 1985; Hodges and Greene 1998) . Although some of this information may be supplied by the context in which these situations occur, some semantic information is still reliably available even when the context affords little assistance (e.g., Koriat et al. 2003) . As reviewed in the Introduction, it would appear that little may be known about familiar odors that cannot be named, although systematic explorations of this issue are limited (Lawless and Engen 1977; Jonsson and Olsson 2003; Jonsson et al. 2005) . In these studies, the researchers focused on familiar odors for which the subject believed that production of a name was possible or imminent. Relatively little was known about these odors, but our data suggest that at least 1, and possibly 2, discrete forms of information are likely to be available under such circumstances: first, participants' hedonic evaluation, and second, whether it is edible. Needless to say, these pieces of information are likely to be useful. This is because they arguably relate to olfaction's key functional roles in identifying suitable sources of food, social communication, and avoidance of danger-the first specifically involving edibility assessments-with all 3 involving decisions as to whether to approach or avoid, that is, affective evaluations (Stevenson 2010 ).
An odor may be named inconsistently, or not at all, for 2 basic reasons (Jonsson and Olsson 2012) . One is that the odor is not correctly recognized-a perceptual failure. The other is that perceptual recognition occurs, with the formation of a discrete percept, but there is a failure to link this percept with information in semantic memory-an associative failure. The findings from the experiments reported here are more consistent with the second explanation than the first. Focusing on the Very Different response class, it is apparent that the perceptual process must be sufficiently robust for it to activate a similar affective (and edibility) response, under conditions where 2 different names are generated (or no name on any occasion). If recognition failure was the primary factor in naming failures, then we would expect no preservation of information across conditions where 2 very different names are provided, yet this was not observed. Interestingly, in this regard, Yeshurun and Sobel (2010) have recently argued that object-hood in olfaction may be best defined by affective information (i.e., a pleasant vs. an unpleasant object). This affective information may be generated both by prior learning (Hermans and Baeyens 2002) and by physical aspects of the odor stimulus (Khan et al. 2007 ). The latter implies that affective consistency may have, at least in part, a physical basis, perhaps setting it apart from the need to be "recognized," as implied by learning-based models of olfactory perception (Hudson 1990; Stevenson and Wilson 2007) .
In conclusion, we find here that under conditions where an odor is named very differently on 2 occasions, 1-and possibly 2-forms of information are reliably retained, the hedonic tone of the stimulus and whether it is likely to be edible.
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